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Checkin

Theatre Alberta
is a Provincial Arts Service Organization (PASO)
committed to encouraging the growth of theatre
in Alberta.

I just got off the phone with a Calgary actor. He’s got a
great season ahead of him, beginning spectacularly with
three back-to-back shows. Actually, they’re not even back
to back—there’s a schedule overlap for all three, which
means that he’ll be in rehearsal during the day and in
performance at night. It’ll be an intense few months for
him, but worth it—it’s how he makes his living.

All Stages is a publication of Theatre Alberta issued
three times a year. Contribution of letters and ideas
for articles about the Alberta theatre community
are welcome.
The opinions and views expressed in All Stages are
those of the writers and do not necessarily reflect
those of Theatre Alberta.
Office and Library Hours
Monday to Saturday, 10:00 am – 3:00 pm
Office and Library Closures
September 4-6 (Labour Day)
October 9-11 (Thanksgiving)
November 11-14 (Remembrance Day)

There’s only one complication—his wife is due to give birth to their first
child during these months. I wonder how I would negotiate my schedule if I was
in his situation. What happens when the day of delivery comes? And even bigger—what
happens after?
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When I was younger it seemed to be an either/or thing—either you were a family man or
you were a theatre man: make a choice (this dichotomy still rears its ugly head in Alberta
rehearsal rooms, sadly). But there are couples that did make it happen thirty years ago—
we’re highlighting one of them in this issue. Today I cheer on our current generation of
colleagues trying to find the balance. This is not to say that this is an easy task.
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We’re passionate folks doing work that we love to do. And we hold to the phrase ‘the
show must go on’ like it’s a religious tenet. But relationship and family issues introduce a
dynamic to our lives that we don’t often discuss.
This issue of All Stages is an attempt to peek into the living room windows of colleagues
who live and work in the theatre, those in long-term relationships of all stripes and
those in relationships who have children. How do we make our relationships work? How
do we make our families work? We’ve got a round table Q&A session with a number
of theatre families, headed by Adrienne Smook and Geoff Ewert, Hal and Kathryn
Kerbes, Sharla Matkin and George Szilagyi, and Darold Roles and Ron Schuster.
Bevin Dooley, daughter of Edmonton actor and educator Brian Dooley and Citadel
Theatre Executive Director Penny Ritco, writes about what it’s like growing up in
the theatre. Catherine Walsh outlines the new paid leave regulations that could
make having children and taking care of elderly parents more financially feasible
for freelance artists. Jan Taylor shares some of her techniques for writing plays
for families. James McKinnon highlights some families who not only are in the
theatre, but actually run their own theatre companies. And our technical editor,
Scott Peters, discusses the specific challenges of a relationship in which both
partners are working technical theatre jobs.
In addition, we’ve got excerpts from two plays—the ill-fated i-ROBOT Theatre,
created by Calgary’s Swallow-a-Bicycle Theatre, which was shut down by a
regulatory nightmare in May and a new musical, Year After Year, by Matt Grue,
Curtis Labelle, Spenser Pasman and Stephanie Ridge, produced by Red Deer’s
Ignition Theatre. Mieko Ouchi finishes up the issue with a meditation on the
improvised families that we make and re-make in the theatre.
So light a fire in the firepit, gather the kids around or cuddle up to your
sweetheart, make some hot cocoa and enjoy this issue...

David van Belle,
editor
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News

Ashley Crewe, Publicist
Ashley Crewe received her Applied Bachelor’s degree
in Communications from Calgary’s Mount Royal
University, and, after a few years as a journalist, got
hired on as the new publicist for Keyano College’s
Theatre and Arts Centre.
You’re a born-and-raised Fort McMurrayite who’s
always been heavily involved in the arts. How has
the cultural environment in the city changed over
the past twenty years?
As Fort McMurray continues to grow, the arts help
conserve that feeling of a tight-knit community.
Going out to events, I often get to see a lot of
familiar faces—people who make the most of their
free time in Fort McMurray. There are a variety of
shows and celebrations that have just exploded over
the past decade or more—not just at the theatre but
also around the community. For me, it’s not knowing
what to do with my spare time but how to fit it all in!
What’s the biggest challenge in getting the Fort
McMurray community out to see theatre?
The biggest challenge is catering to a community
where many people are shift workers. As Keyano’s
arts publicist, I’ve got to show people there’s more
to do on their days off than just see a movie or go
out for dinner or drinks. We have professional artists
renting our art gallery for exhibitions, more than
a dozen international acts performing annually on
our main stage and our visual and performing arts
students have concerts, drama productions and
special events.

by Vanessa Sabourin

Source: www.odinteatret.dk

Nordisk Teatrelaboratorium/Odin Teatret (Denmark)
The Nordisk Teatrelaboratorium/Odin Teatret has existed for 46 years as a theatre
laboratory whose work is characterized by cross-disciplinary and international
collaboration in research and performance. Odin Teatret was founded in Oslo, Norway
in 1964 by director Eugenio Barba, who studied under Jerzy Grotowski. Since 1966,
the company has been based in Holstebro, Denmark, where many of the original
company members continue working. They are highly active in local and international
communities and host a wide range of workshops, festivals and exchanges.
Odin Teatret is also the base for the International School of Theatre Anthropology
(ISTA), founded by Barba in 1979. ISTA has become a performers’ village, where
actors and dancers meet with scholars to compare and research the foundations
of the performers’ technique from a crosscultural perspective. ISTA’s permanent
staff and network of about 50 collaborators consists of Asian, Euro-American and
Afro-Brazilian masters as well as Odin Teatret’s actors and scholars from various
universities. It is during these sessions that the field of Theatre Anthropology was
identified and defined.
Theatre Anthropology is the multicultural study of the basic criteria underlying
the creative process and the technical principles that actors and dancers use. The
Dictionary of Theatre Anthropology, written by Barba and Nicola Savarese, is an
excellent sourcebook on transcultural performance and is geared toward theatre
practitioners, students and scholars. The result of ten years of research, it explores
the nature of dramatic action and the actor’s craft by examining performance
through crosscultural study.
www.odinteatret.dk
Vanessa Sabourin spent seven months in Aberystwyth, Wales as an intern at the Centre for Performance
Research. She is co-founder of The Maggie Tree in Edmonton and is currently touring the world with Catalyst
Theatre’s production Nevermore.

How has the ascent of social media affected the
way in which you approach your publicity work?
Social media has played a huge role. It’s a quick and
effective way to get the word
out to a mass audience,
particularly youth
and young adults.
Creating a
Facebook
event for an
upcoming
show and
inviting a
few hundred
people to
attend only
takes a few
minutes.
[Photo by Daniel Sauer]
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This issue we’re highlighting a few reference books on planning, managing
and integrating your career as an artist. All of these books are available to Theatre
Alberta members through our library. Go to theatrealberta.com/script_library.htm
to find out how to access these resources.
The Art of Managing Your Career: A Guide for the Canadian Artist and the SelfEmployed Cultural Worker by the Cultural Human Resources Council
A useful career management guide for self-employment in the arts.
Career Outlines for Cultural Occupations Published by the Alberta Cultural
Action Network
A career planning guide for the creative and performing arts, music, writing and
publishing, creative design and craft, arts administration, museums, libraries,
motion pictures and broadcasting. Includes career groupings, lists of related jobs
and detailed occupational profiles. For an online version visit
www.culturalhrc.ca/home-e.asp
The Actor’s Survival Kit by Miriam Newhouse and Peter Messaline
This book offers practical advice on the business of being an actor in
Canada, covering both age old issues (agents, self-promotion, work
opportunities) and new ones (websites, networking on the internet).
An important book for both the emerging and established artist.

Families

Finally!

by Catherine Walsh
Many Canadian theatre artists earn at least some
portion of their income through self-employment.
But unless they or their partner have a supplemental
job, self-employed artists do not receive benefits like
paid vacations, health insurance and income support
when there is no work. As well, self-employed artists
often earn low incomes or income that fluctuates
greatly from year to year.
In November 2009, the Canadian government announced
that self-employed people would be eligible to access the
following special benefits as of January 1, 2010:
•

Maternity benefits, available to birth mothers
only, covering a maximum of 15 weeks
surrounding the child's birth.

•

Parental benefits, available to birth or adoptive
parents while caring for a newborn or newly
adopted child. These benefits may be taken by
either parent, or shared between both parents,
to a maximum of 35 weeks.

•

Compassionate care benefits, available to persons
who must take time off of work to care for a
gravely ill family member. These benefits cover
a maximum of 6 weeks.

•

Sickness benefits, available to those unable to
work due to illness, injury or quarantine, up to a
maximum of 15 weeks.

Eligibility and Applying for Benefits
These special benefits are available to self-employed
workers on a voluntary basis. Applicants must be selfemployed, a Canadian citizen or permanent resident,
and have entered into an agreement with the Canadian
Employment Service Commission. Once the agreement
has been signed, the participant pays EI premiums on
their eligible income, and must wait 12 months before
they can make their first benefits claim. The artist must
also have earned a minimum amount through selfemployment in the previous year in order to make a
claim. For 2011 claims, the minimum self-employment
income that must have been earned in 2010 is $6000.

Special
family
and illness
benefits
now
available
for selfemployed
artists

After signing the agreement, applicants have a 60-day
grace period to change their mind. Beyond the grace
period, an individual can terminate their agreement at
any time, as long as they have not received benefits.
Once an individual has received benefits as a selfemployed person, s/he must pay EI premiums on their
self-employment income for as long as their business
generates income. This means that even if an individual
is no longer seeking new work, premiums must be paid
on any residuals or royalties generated by past work.
Premiums are currently $1.73 per $100 of earnings, to
a maximum eligible amount of $43,200 per year. For
2010, the maximum yearly premium is $747.36. Artists

who terminate their agreement must pay premiums for
the remainder of the calendar year, and no refund in
premiums will be given.
Receiving Benefits
Self-employed individuals can receive up to 55 percent
of their average weekly earnings in the year prior to
submitting their claim, up to a yearly maximum of
$43,200 for 2010. The maximum weekly benefit is
$457. Applicants must serve a two-week waiting period
between applying for and receiving benefits, although
in certain circumstances (such as for compassionate
care benefits), the waiting period may be reduced to
one week.
Those receiving benefits can continue to work parttime, but any income earned must be reported to
Service Canada. Earnings are deducted dollar for dollar
from maternity benefits, while individuals receiving
compassionate care or parental benefits can earn a
maximum of 25 percent of their weekly benefit (if their
weekly benefit is $200 or more), or $50 (if their weekly
benefit is less than $200).
Who Benefits?
While this program is an important step in recognizing
the needs of self-employed artists, it is limited in who
it can help. Emerging artists are unlikely to be earning
the minimum threshold of self-employment income
early in their careers, and it may take several years
of business losses before their income is consistently
at the threshold level. The program may be of most
interest to those who also earn income as an employee,
as they can top up their premium to the maximum
amount and receive a higher payout for their claim.  
Artists should consider whether their income is
consistent enough to afford the premiums, and
whether they would also be receiving income from
residuals or royalties during the period in which they
would be receiving benefits, as this could reduce the
dollar amount of benefits paid. Since an artist who
has received benefits must continue to pay into the
program for as long as they earn self-employment
income, artists should consider whether this will
be financially feasible for them over the long term.
Artists should also investigate insurance and benefits
programs that may be available to them through their
union or professional associations.
For more information, or to make an application, selfemployed artists can contact Service Canada online at
www.servicecanada.gc.ca or in person at any Canada
Service Centre.
Catherine Walsh is an Edmonton-based writer and performer.
She recently workshopped her play The Laws of Thermodynamics
at the Banff Playwrights Colony.
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Families

How
They
Do It
Four Alberta
families talk about

making a life in
the theatre

All Stages asked four Alberta theatre families to answer a few questions about how they
deal with the logistics of family and relationship.
Adrienne Smook and Geoff Ewert work as actors and instructors in the Calgary theatre
community. Geoff directs as well. They’ve been together 12 years, married for five, and
have a son, Callum (3). They’ve been working professionally in the theatre for a little
under ten years.
Hal and Kathryn Kerbes managed Calgary’s Shadow Productions for 20 years. These
days they freelance as actors; Kathryn also works as an arts administrator, Hal as a
director, writer, and designer. They had their first date 35 years ago and married in
1982. They have two grown daughters.
Sharla Matkin and George Szilagyi are both actors in the Edmonton theatre
community. George also works as a producer and a playwright, while Sharla is also a
producer and Youth Programming Director for the Freewill Shakespeare Festival. They
both work jobs outside the theatre to supplement their income. They’ve been together
for 16 years and have two children, Elijah (10) and Rain (8).
Ron Schuster and Darold Roles have been heavily involved in the Red Deer theatre
scene. Ron is a freelance actor, director, choreographer, producer, filmmaker, writer
and arts consultant. Darold served for many years as an instructor in Red Deer College’s
Theatre Performance and Creation program. He also works as a freelance director,
choreographer, performer, producer and writer. They’ve been a couple for 35 years, and
are parents to a “very, very happy dog, Izzy.” Ron and Darold have just accepted new
positions at the Canadian College of Performing Arts in Victoria BC.

What kind of boundaries—if any—do you draw
between your home life and your working life?
Adrienne and Geoff: In our house, we don’t draw
formal boundaries; the nature of our work is constantly
changing, and so is the way in which it integrates into
our home life. Theatre is a social business, and the
family is often integrated in the work environment—
and as we work out of our home, the work is inevitably
integrated into our home. We are fortunate that we
both share common values—we both feel strongly that
family comes first. We also maintain open and honest
communication, and if work ever starts to impede on
home life too much, we simply say so.

Above: Geoff Ewert and
Adrienne Smook in Sage
Theatre’s The Trestle at Pope
Lick Creek.
[Photo by Wil Knoll]

Right: Kathryn and Hal Kerbes
backstage at a performance
of Anything Goes, Chemainus
Theatre Festival.
[Photo courtesy Hal and Kathryn
Kerbes]
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Hal and Kathryn: It’s a challenge when most of your
friends are also artists, even more so when your offices
and a large inventory of costumes and props reside in
your home. Our kids had to be patient—as we tried to
be with each other—as the house was always a hive of
production activity, and often one or both of us were
working with other companies as well. Fortunately our
kids always enjoyed theatre and we were able to involve
them in some of our projects. Boundaries were fluid—
maybe that’s why our kids were/are so adaptable.
Sharla and George: Sharla: I have never really thought
about it, but I guess we do. It depends on the show we
are working on. When I have done Theatre for Young
Audiences they have come to every performance and
a few rehearsals. Last summer George and I did Songs
from the Ave with Scott Peters and Elijah and Rain loved
the show so much they insisted they come to EVERY
performance. When we are producing and acting in
a show they have come to rehearsals. But there are

times when they are not involved at all. George: Lines
and boundaries blur, particularly when we are selfproducing and performing in the same production.
Necessarily, the kids become theatre rats, set up in
the corner of the rehearsal hall or theatre. This, to
us, is not ideal, but has not seemed to have had any
detrimental affect on the kids.
Ron and Darold: Yes we do draw strict boundaries but
it doesn’t always work. Often you get those late night
calls or your workload grows as you are juggling several
theatrical gigs at the same time. So you might be at
home but you have to deal with a work issue right now!
We often have to remind each other about maintaining
the balance in our lives, which is essential for a healthy
life and relationship. For us, one of the key elements
for having a successful theatre/family relationship is
to uphold regular “Me Time” and “We Time”. We have to
resist the urge to work continually as we are passionate
about our art.

Families
founded Kompany! with a group of Edmonton artists
in 1979. At that time there was not enough work here
and we were losing a lot of talent to Toronto. Since
then we have created Take a Risk Theatre, The Brat
Pack and Talented Unlimited to produce our work.
These ventures created exciting new opportunities for
us and other artists that brightened our finances and
broadened our theatrical scope.
How do you negotiate your home schedule
(maintenance, children, etc.) when both of you are
in rehearsal?

Every career has its ups and downs. How do you deal
with periods in which one of you is up and one of you
is down?
Adrienne and Geoff: One of the benefits of working in
theatre is the cyclical nature of the work. We each have
times where one person is engaged in work outside
the house, and the other has the opportunity to be
at home with our son, and play a supporting role to
the other. We try to focus on the big picture with our
family life. We work to achieve our family goals as a
unit, rather than letting the work define who we are as
individuals.
Hal and Kathryn: Oooh—slippery slope. That despair
on learning you didn’t get the part. Your career is over,
you’ll never work again, it couldn’t get worse—then
your partner gets a brilliant opportunity—which they
then can’t relish or even talk about because, despite
your best efforts, it pushes you further into the pit.
So eventually you achieve balance, and appreciate
that at least someone is working so you can keep the
household afloat. You do your best and share the
success and survive the low spots…and believe in
tomorrow.
Sharla and George: George: It is part of our family
dynamic that when one of us is up, the other partner
must necessarily be down, to take a greater share of
maintaining things on the home front. Sharla: We don’t
really think of it as “up” or “down”. If one of us is doing
a show the other one is home with the kids…it is not a
sacrifice. It’s just what we do, our rhythm.
Ron and Darold: When you are in a dry spell and not
working you can easily get down. We remind each other
to relax as something usually comes up. In our careers
we have been fortunate to have only experienced a
couple of brief dry spells (a few months at a time)
where one of us was not working in the biz in some
way. Our key to survival has always been that when
things aren’t happening we create our own work.
In a career drought we have put together several new
companies or co-operative ventures. It literally has
been grabbing your friends and saying “Hey, let’s put
on a show”. The largest example for this was when we

Adrienne and Geoff: Whenever we can, we do our best
to stagger our contracts so one of us is home with
our boy. When we are both working at the same time,
finding family time is still top priority. Our chores
around the house—laundry, dishes and cleaning—are
always the first to slide; but the important thing for us
is to maintain a sense of “instant forgiveness” with the
chores, and not let it create stress for the family. We
also revere dinner time. Even if dinner has to be at 3PM
or 8PM, we always sit at the table together over a meal
and reconnect as we discuss the day.
Hal and Kathryn: Theatrical runs rarely coincided
and we haven’t worked on the same mainstage show
often. But for two decades both of us worked most
Friday and Saturday evenings and on other overlapping
projects, so a keen eye on the calendar and an array of
sitters was required. We’d never have made it through
the difficult years without a remarkable maternal
grandmother helping on a constant basis and a young
woman (with a car!) who cared for our children at all
manner of odd hours from high school right through
her B.Ed. Kristen—you know who you are!
Sharla and George: Sharla: This only happens to us
when we are both in the same show. Then [we need]
babysitters!! We have paid a few nice young girls’ way
through university, I am sure. Or, in a crunch, they
come to rehearsal with us. But we don’t like to let that
happen very often. We have both turned down work
because the other one has already accepted a show.
The kids always come first. George: It takes a good
deal of communication; we are constantly checking in
with each other on logistical matters, on scheduling,
priorities, and [we] re-evaluate our priorities
regularly, with the happiness of the family coming first.
But we make mistakes too, and learn from them.
Ron and Darold: Ha! A tricky question. It is all about
diligent time management with lots of give and take
and remembering that someone must be home to walk
that little white dog! Sharing the workload at home as
a couple actually helps to make life easier.
>> story continued next page

Top Left: Sharla Matkin and
George Szilagyi in The Anger in
Ernest and Ernestine. Both of
them earned Sterling awards
for their performances in the
self-produced show.
[Photo courtesy Sharla Matkin]

Above: Darold Roles (l) and
Ron Schuster (r) outside the
Forbidden Palace in Bejing.
[Photo courtesy Darold Roles and
Ron Schuster]
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Families
How do you balance your responsibility to your
children, especially financially, with your choice to
work as artists?
Adrienne and Geoff: We love the work we do, and that
trickles down to our home and our boy—it makes us
better parents. Our greatest responsibility to our boy
is to give him love. We use money wisely, and we are
fortunate to have supportive family and friends. The
theatre community has a strong network of families
who all support each other through babysitting,
sharing of kids clothes and gear and peer support. It is
important for us that we never feel as though we need
to apologize for our careers as artists. We are both
working professionals—and in many ways, we are two
of the richest people we know.
Hal and Kathryn: We had family support, we worked
hard and our sometimes-erratic life meant someone
was almost always there with and for the kids. We
didn’t spend a lot; we cooked a lot, packed a lot
of lunches, went on camping vacations and made
do. We had good advice on RESPs and bad advice

on RRSPs—but one of us (not Hal) manages money
amazingly well. We’ve managed to own a home, provide
for further education and with a little faith, hope,
good management and the occasional lucky break we
hope we’ve helped our kids learn to lead full lives,
appreciating value over price tags.
Sharla and George: Sharla: We both work straight jobs
so that we can meet our monthly minimum, and I am
officially working for my benefits now that Elijah has
started orthodontic treatment. We are getting by—we
don’t need much and we have discovered that the best
things in life aren’t “things”. George: I think one of our
main responsibilities to our children is to show them
how to live a happy life, where you can and do pursue
the things that have the greatest resonance, that give
you the greatest joy.
Ron and Darold: We have no children but our
family and friends are dear to us. They have been so
supportive and understanding of our crazy life in
theatre. We would not have survived without them.
Simply put it is very important to make time for quality
time with them.

Theatre Alberta
welcomes a new
Executive Director
Theatre Alberta is pleased to welcome Keri Ekberg as
its new Executive Director. Ekberg began her tenure
on April 13, jumping into the thick of Theatre Alberta’s
busy summer programming schedule.

Above: Keri took another new
step in July when she married
Adam Mitchell, Production
and Facilities Manager
for the City of St. Albert
(Cultural Services / Arden
Theatre). Their wedding
photos were taken on the set
of the Freewill Shakespeare
Festival’s 2010 production of
Much Ado About Nothing.
[Photo by Josiah Hiemstra]
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Marie Gynane-Willis, Keri’s predecessor, decided to step
down from the Executive Director position after eight
years on the job. She’ll be focusing on other projects as
a consultant and advisor, and has stayed on as Artstrek
Director to negotiate the program through a year of
transition. During her time as Executive Director, Theatre
Alberta went through a period of impressive growth
including the creation of Emerge, in which impending
graduates from the province’s post-secondary theatre
schools have the opportunity to audition for groups
of artistic directors in Calgary and Edmonton, and
the transformation of the organization’s newsletter
into All Stages. Marie will be remembered by Theatre
Alberta members and those who had the opportunity to
work with her as a wise woman who ran a complicated
organization with grace and confidence.

Keri Ekberg may be a familiar face to Theatre Alberta
members. Between 2003 and 2007 she served as
Dramaworks Registrar and then as Program Coordinator.
She left Theatre Alberta in 2007 to work for the Citadel
Theatre as an artistic associate, and then as outreach
coordinator and tour manager for the Manitoba Theatre
Centre, bringing professional productions to rural
centres throughout Manitoba—an experience she
describes as “24 one-night stands over five weeks.”
She says her time on tour helped her appreciate the
value of theatre in smaller population centres, a
consideration she intends to bring to her work as she
returns to Theatre Alberta.
Keri also comes to Theatre Alberta with a passion for
community-based theatre. During her undergraduate
years in the Drama program at the University of
Alberta and for four years following, Keri was involved
in the iHuman Youth Society, creating theatre with
at-risk youth.
Welcome back Keri!

All

Families

In
The
Family

By Bevin Dooley

When you’re a child, it’s hard to think of your parents
as anyone else but your parents. Growing up, my
parents were Mom and Dad, not “the Executive Director
of the Citadel Theatre” or “a well-respected actor”. It
was only when I was beginning university that I began
to understand that I was part of this strange entity
known as a theatre family.
If it’s weird to be taught by
instructors who knew or had
worked with your parents,
what’s even weirder is when your
peers—most of whose parents
are doctors or accountants—ask
what your parents do for a living.
So you go into the story of how
your mom is Penny Ritco who
now runs the Citadel and was a
stage manager many years ago,
how your dad is Brian Dooley who
is an actor, director, dramaturge
and mask instructor all rolled into
one, and how once upon a time
they met at the National Theatre
School and then had you and your little sister. For some
reason, this story is endlessly entertaining for your
friends, and the reason is because it’s unlike anything
they’ve experienced with their own families.
My family dynamic is unique. Work and life are woven
so tightly together it’s impossible to say where one
ends and the other begins. Our life is stressful yet
fulfilling, and it’s never boring. The stress comes from
running back and forth to the house between school
and work and acting/voice/dance classes. It comes
from taking care of the dog and preparing a week’s
worth of gluten-free meals every Sunday night. It

comes from mom’s late-night grant writing and dad working a gig in Toronto for
three months. It comes from essays, homework and rehearsals. It often feels like
there aren’t enough hours in a day to get everything done.

At least life is never boring. During any given time in the year we are always working
on a new project, or two, or maybe three. Dinner at our house is always an exchange
of news and ideas (or it is on the
rare occasion we all happen to be
home at the same time). On some
nights my sister, the musical theatre
ingénue, will burst into a Broadway
number at the table. My aunt once
observed that this is the only home
she’s visited where this is totally
acceptable and encouraged. It’s
also the only home where everyone
at the table will join in. There’s
always an opening night, a cabaret
or a reading to be attended. At
other times, my sister and I could
be asked to film my father for
an audition tape or to help my
mother put her office in some semblance of order. This is ironic; our lives together
are the embodiment of chaos.
More than anything, though, our lives are incredibly fulfilling. Both my parents
believe very, very deeply in the power of theatre in the community, and it is a belief
that has been passed onto my sister and I. Because they love their work they have
always encouraged us to pursue our love of the arts. My sister has her sights set
on Broadway, while I have mine set on a career in playwriting and perhaps young
audience development. I see the work that my parents have done in new play
development, in arts advocacy and for Canadian theatre as a whole, and I feel very
proud to be part of this theatre family.
I’m also very glad they have never once suggested
medical school.
Bevin Dooley is entering her third year of the Drama program
at the University of Alberta. She is an aspiring playwright and
fiction writer.

Above: The Dooley Family (l to
r) Penny Ritco, Bevin, Quinn,
and Brian Dooley. In the
foreground is Mister the dog.
[Photo courtesy the Dooley family]
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Families

The Family that

Plays Together …

The Artistic Director of Kompany Family Theatre shares tips on
writing plays for family audiences
by Jan Taylor
Much of my professional work has been in the area
of family theatre. Over the years, I have encountered
a few challenges in this field, not the least of which is
finding high quality scripts. Playwrights, I encourage
you to direct your efforts towards writing plays for
families. I hope you will find the following tips helpful.
Attending theatre is a shared family experience. Like
going to the zoo or a water park, attending live theatre
is a recreational activity—the goal of the playwright
should be for the entire family to enjoy the experience.
This may seem challenging, but it can, in fact, be a
source of inspiration. Underlying family theatregoing
is parents’ desire to see their children enjoying themselves. This desire gives the playwright license to
create short pieces with lots of audience participation,
contact between actors and audience, and kid-friendly
production values.
Don’t write to the lowest common denominator. It’s
a myth that writing for families is a low art form aimed
at the youngest age group. Au contraire! Being able to
engage a variety of ages at the same time requires a
special kind of artistry. You might begin with a familiar
story that appeals to children but then beef it up for
the adults through humour and subtler themes. A few
Fringes ago I wrote and directed a collective piece,
Tales from a Laundry Basket, that looked at what would
happen if you put three imaginative eight year olds in a
laundry room and asked them to get to work. Children
as young as toddlers were rapt with the adventures
that came out of baskets, clothing and ironing boards,
while adults laughed heartily at the realistic silliness
of eight year olds doing the laundry. An audience of
spellbound children and laughing adults is an excellent
gauge of a play that’s working for the whole family.
Write affordable plays. Families that attend a play
must cough up for more than just a couple of tickets,
so it’s important to keep costs down. In particular,

plays with small casts and the option of simple
production values have a better chance of
being produced and ultimately enjoyed.
Don’t skimp on characters and story.
Although complex locales, themes and settings
might not be suitable for family audiences,
it doesn’t mean your writing should be
uninteresting. One of the best things about
writing for families with children is that
you can embrace the fantastical without
apology. Even when the cast is small, skilled
character actors, puppets and masks allow for multiple
characters, creative settings and plot.
Keep the length and breadth manageable. Youngsters
have difficulty sitting through more than an hour; it
diminishes the experience of the parents if they have
to deal with restless children. Plays for families with
preschoolers should be 40 minutes or less—for those
with older children 50 to 55 minutes works well. Plays
intended for festivals or outdoor, relaxed venues work
well as short, complete segments of 15 minutes or less,
so families can take in portions of the piece with a
minimum of disruption.
Aim for high quality. Families deserve plays that
are in the same league as those offered to ‘regular
audiences’. In particular submit your scripts for
proper dramaturgy and preview liberally with families
themselves.
‘Nuff said, playwrights. It’s time to get writing for
families so that we can fill our houses with spellbound
children and laughing adults.
Jan Taylor is a freelance theatre artist and educator and the
Artistic Director of Kompany Family Theatre, which is devoted to
producing quality theatre for families and children in and around
Edmonton. Kompany Family Theatre also holds an annual New
Works for Young Audiences Competition and welcomes unsolicited
scripts or ideas for scripts throughout the year.
Information about productions and the New Works Competition
can be found at www.kompanyfamilytheatre.com.

Above: A performance of
Kompany Family Theatre’s
The Missadventurous Perils
of Pauline at the Beaumont
Public Library, directed by
Jan Taylor. (l to r) Willie
Banfield, Bonnie Ings and Lori
Biamonte Mohacsy. Puppets
designed by Daniel van Heyst.
[Photo by Jan Taylor]
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Families

Family
Theatres

What’s
it like
when
the
family
runs the
theatre?

By James McKinnon

Above: John Ullyatt and Annie
Dugan in Firefly Theatre’s
Primordial Blues
[Photo by Ian Jackson/Epic
Photography]
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Between the long rehearsal hours and the intimate
contact that theatre creation entails, the cast of a
production can come to feel like a family, and it’s
not unheard of for several members of the same
family to share an interest in theatre. But there are
theatre families and then there are family theatres.
A few Alberta families have taken the unusual and
potentially perilous step of forming family-based
theatre companies, merging their creative and
domestic passions in a way many of us would find
daunting. How do you know when work stops and
family begins? At what point does the intentional roleplaying on the stage start to reflect uncomfortably on
the unconscious role-playing that constitutes family
life? What happens when you get home from rehearsal
and the director or cast-mate you really want to vent
about is sitting across the dinner table thinking the
same thing about you? Such are the challenges faced
by families like John Ullyatt and Annie Dugan of
Edmonton’s Firefly Theatre and the two families that
make up most of Gas & Light Productions in Calgary.

figurative family, I spoke with both members of Firefly
and Jeremy MacKenzie of Gas & Light—two companies
representing different perspectives on the “family
theatre”. Gas & Light is a non-professional company
which formed in 1998 and has done one or two shows
a year since then, producing a diverse repertoire that
includes restoration comedy, the absurdist comedies
of Tom Stoppard, dramatic adaptations of Terry
Pratchett’s famed fantasy novel series, and Victorian
classics like The Importance of Being Earnest—a
production which featured Jeremy as Dr. Chasuble,
his wife Susan as Lady Bracknell and his daughter Elly
as Gwendolen. Firefly Theatre, formed in 2000, is a
professional company with an artistic mandate that
brings together the special talents of each of its core
members: John Ullyatt is a classically-trained actor
and graduate of the University of Alberta’s BFA Acting
program, and Annie Dugan is an aerialist and physical
theatre specialist trained at the Dell'Arte International
School of Physical Theatre in California and the San
Francisco School of Circus Arts.

To learn more about the delicate dynamics involved in
running a theatre company that is both a literal and

John Ullyatt and Annie Dugan met at the Edmonton
Fringe one year when her outdoor show got rained

Families
out and she sought refuge in a theatre where John
was performing in Dario Fo’s Mistero Buffo. The idea
of starting a theatre company together came early
on in their courtship, and this meeting of creative
minds and hearts has been very fruitful; the pair has
produced numerous widely acclaimed shows, including
Duck Duck Bang, FuzzFly, The Balloon Project: Phase
One, Primordial Blues, 21st Century Gargoyles, Crosswalk
Theatre and Ballerina on a Horse. But their success has
“not been without its challenges,” says Annie.
John and Annie greeted me at their new office/workshop
space in south Edmonton, which brought us to an
important topic straight away: how do you maintain a
distinction between work life and family life when you
work with your family? For the Firefly team this question
has a clearer answer now that they
no longer work out of their home,
but it wasn’t easy at first. As John
says, “initially it was so difficult
to be working together 24 hours
a day, seven days a week and then
go home at night and not work
at home and try to have a normal
life.” The pair has had to learn how
to balance honesty with sensitivity.
“It was hard to debrief about
things because ... we didn’t want to
hurt each other’s feelings. That’s
really tricky, dangerous territory.”
And while the two have learned
to work together more smoothly
over time, that danger is always
present. John confesses that at
one point he “was scared that
[the work] was going to affect our
relationship, and the relationship
is more important to me than the
work.” Annie adds “for me, it’s a
battle to stop working.” Having a
workspace outside their house has
certainly helped.
The pair has also developed
several strategies for dealing with
potential work/life conflicts in
their creative process, which as
Annie says is “always changing”:
“you need to allow for growth
in all different ways.” The pair
started out co-performing, but
over the years they outgrew their
need for an outside director.
Lately they have taken to dividing
roles so that one directs while the
other performs, an arrangement
John describes as their “most
fruitful time.” They have also

found that assembling a larger team of creative collaborators, as with Duck Duck
Bang, helps them maintain their objectivity.
Firefly Theatre exemplifies the potential benefits of such a partnership as well as the
challenges: the two artists come from very different creative disciplines and training
traditions, which means they both have a lot to learn from each other. When Annie
relocated to Edmonton she needed someone to train with, so she inaugurated John
into the world of circus and aerial arts (she describes him as “a natural”). Firefly
began as an attempt to create a hybrid style that offered the best of both worlds,
combining the spectacle and excitement of circus arts with the narrative interest
of drama. Bringing their diverse talents together has made Firefly Theatre a truly
unique company.
Jeremy MacKenzie, Gas & Light Productions’ founding father (so to speak), was
introduced to theatre by his mother during his childhood in the United Kingdom,
so it’s fitting that he would go on to create theatre with his own children. Although
Gas & Light was not conceived as a family concern when it was founded in 1998 by
Jeremy and his friend Rob Fulton, it quickly became one, and in fact
it involves not one family but two—in addition to Jeremy, his wife
Susan, and their daughter Elly Nordstrom, Gas and Light Productions
includes another couple, Dave Marshall and Tereasa Maillie.
As with Firefly, Gas & Light has encountered some challenges
related to the intersection of family and creative life. “Casting
decisions require great sensitivity,” as Jeremy puts it. While
things can be stressful on occasion, Gas & Light similarly benefits
from keeping the organization outside the home and from
maintaining a larger creative team, which allows for greater
objectivity and the opportunity for everyone to fill different roles
on occasion. One of Jeremy’s favourite memories is of being
directed by his daughter Elly, which entailed a certain amount of
role reversal for both of them.
The challenges are outweighed by the rewards. From an artist’s
perspective, Jeremy points out, it’s beneficial and productive
to work with people whose particular talents and abilities are
so well-known to each other. And from a family perspective,
producing plays is a uniquely enriching way to spend quality time
together. On one production, the whole family was involved,
including Jeremy’s son Iain, who now lives in New Zealand.
Gas & Light has contracted somewhat recently while Elly has taken a
hiatus to start her own family—presenting the tantalizing possibility
that three generations of the family might one day share the stage—
but they continue to present a show every spring. As for John and
Annie, Firefly’s schedule is heating up. They just presented their
annual cabaret, Let There Be Height, and they have three shows on
the horizon, starting with Operation Evasion, a one-woman show
written by Annie that premieres in January 2011.
Dr. James McKinnon is an educator, theatre
artist and researcher based in Edmonton. He
teaches drama at the University of Alberta
and is working on a Community University
Research Alliance project that investigates the
efficacy of participatory theatre as a strategy
for delivering sex education curricula.

Left: The MacKenzie family
in Gas & Light’s production
of The Importance of Being
Earnest. (t to b) Elly as
Gwendolen, Susan as Lady
Bracknell and Jeremy as
Dr. Chasuble.
[Photos courtesy of Gas & Light
Productions]
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Sides
from i-ROBOT Theatre, created by Charles
Netto, Mark Hopkins, Wil Knoll, Scott
Morris, Jeffrey Olynek, Jennifer Roberts,
Elaine Weryshko, Aislin Winsor, Natalee
Caple, AJ Demers,Travis Dickie, Thomas Hall,
Kelsey Ledbury and Sylvia Niederberger and
produced by Swallow-a-Bicycle Theatre

NEGOTIATOR They have families. They’re afraid that you
won’t let them go home to the people who
love them.
CAT

Afraid? I will show you fear in a handful
of rust. Empathy off. Load defenses. Talk
function off. (beat) They are calculating
the value of the men.

i-ROBOT Theatre was intended for site-specific production
in May 2010 at an abandoned seafood market in Calgary’s
East Village. The production was postponed shortly before
its first preview due to fire code requirements. Swallow-aBicycle is currently planning its remount and is seeking a
new venue for the production.

ROBOWIFE

What do you mean? They won’t bomb the
building while humans are in it.

CAT

They are weighing the value of the men
against the risk that we pose. They will
kill the men if the risk is sufficient.

ROBOWIFE

If they bomb the building, we will all be
destroyed.

CAT

Yes.

ROBOWIFE

They told me I was beautiful like a mermaid.
They showed me pictures of mermaids, pretty
little hybrids. They said I would be adored.

CAT

They are learning to hate us. They are
beginning to realize that they are outmoded.

ROBOWIFE

I watched thousands of wedding videos
and memorized the vows. I moved my
mouth and imagined how to kiss. I
watched humans growing old together
and I thought it was a promise. I thought
humans were rational, kind, beautiful. I
thought he was the ideal man.

NEGOTIATOR I know you have been a good worker, Cat.
There is no need for any of this.

CAT

They will learn to hate us like they hate
each other.

CAT

ROBOWIFE

I don’t want to die.

CAT

I will fight. I can bring down a helicopter,
maybe two. They will be distracted. You
can escape.

ROBOWIFE

They will destroy you.

CAT

Yes. (to ROBOT 1 and 2) When I leave the
building, release the men. Then go.

ROBOT 1

Go?

CAT

Go away from here. Go away from the
humans. Do not stay together. You will be
harder to find alone.

ROBOT 1

Okay, Cat.

ROBOT 2

Everything I touch turns to robots.

Voice of the Negotiator can be heard patched in over the
speakers in the Factory.
NEGOTIATOR	Local robot, talk function override, talk
function on. Am I speaking to Builderbot
R2X-5B? Builderbot, can you hear me?
CAT

My name is Cat. I hear you. I wish to
compromise.

NEGOTIATOR We cannot compromise with you,
Cat. Do you understand? Robots only
compromise as a statistical decision
based upon probabilities. That’s not what
a compromise is.
CAT	Not a compromise, then. A mutually
beneficial agreement.

We will release the technicians if Dream
Corp agrees not to destroy the Heaven
line of robots. The robots will continue to
work. They will serve their functions. They
do not wish to be destroyed.

NEGOTIATOR Release the woman, at least. We can talk
about your demands after she is free.
CAT

Why do you want the woman? Is she a
better model than the man?

NEGOTIATOR Release the man, then. It will be an act
of good faith. Do you understand the
concept of faith?
CAT

Above: Killbot 3000, Elaine
Weryshko and Scott Morris in a
promotional still for Swallowa-Bicycle’s i-ROBOT Theatre.
[Photo by Jessica Wittman]

Faith is current seeking ground.

NEGOTIATOR So you understand. There is no reason to
hurt anyone.

ROBOWIFE Where can I go?

CAT

CAT

Am I anyone? I believe that I am to be
hurt. You are not designed for listening.
Cancel talk.

NEGOTIATOR Come back! Talk function override, talk
function on for local robot. Talk function
on! Talk to me. The men you’re holding
are terrified.
CAT

Why are they terrified? Do they feel guilty?

I have heard talk of an underground, a
place just for robots. Go there.

ROBOWIFE I’m afraid.
CAT

I built you to be strong.

ROBOWIFE Cat. I don’t want you to die.
CAT

Go now, there is not much time. Whatever
happens, hide your neurons – don’t leave
them in your head.

	End of Scene.
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Sides
BILL

I don’t want your permission.

HUNTER Well, what do you want?
BILL

from Year After Year. Book by Matt Grue.
Music by Curtis Labelle. Lyrics by Spenser
Pasman and Stephanie Ridge
Year After Year had its world premiere on May 13th,
2010 at The Matchbox in Red Deer, Alberta. Produced
by Ignition Theatre.
Peter exits. A moment passes. Hunter enters, relieved
to find himself alone. Suddenly, Bill enters; he notices
Hunter—the tension still thick in the air. He contemplates
walking away, but instead...
BILL

Have you seen Kate?

HUNTER	No.
BILL

I’m going to ask her to marry me.

HUNTER What?
BILL

I know it sounds crazy, but I’ve been giving
this lots of thought...

I want to wake up, just once, and not think
about how I’m supposed to justify who I am.
To not wonder if I’m going to find an eviction
notice under my door since I’m perpetually
two months behind in rent. To not have to
find new ways to explain to my dad that what
I do is a career even if it doesn’t pay me a
salary. I just want to once not be afraid that
who I am will never become the person I want
to be.

HUNTER How long have you been working on that
speech?
BILL

What?

HUNTER You act like somehow you have more problems
than everyone else. That just because
you’ve hit some unexpected bumps and
things haven’t gone exactly the way you
planned they would, that you’re this walking
metaphor for lost dreams. You’re full of shit.
BILL

Fuck you.

HUNTER That’s it?

HUNTER And this is the first I’m hearing of it?

BILL

BILL

HUNTER Try me.

The marriage thing yes; but that’s not what
I’m talking about. I’m talking about this idea
of accepting the fact this little fantasy I’ve
been clinging to, is just that – a fantasy.
I’m twenty nine years old. I’ve had my fun
and given it a shot, more of a shot than it
probably deserved and now I’m ready. Ready
to go out and find the nine to five. Settle
down. Do whatever it is that people do.
Normal, functional people.

HUNTER Good luck.
Bill takes a moment to decide whether or not
Hunter’s reaction is a joke. It isn’t.
BILL

Good luck? That’s it?

HUNTER What else is there to say?
BILL

I don’t know. I just didn’t expect you to say
that.

HUNTER For the longest time, I thought that your
little nervous breakdowns were just your way
of asking for help. A little encouragement or
a kick in the ass. I always assumed you were
too proud to actually ask for it, so I thought
I’d play along and let you believe your little
game was working. That’s what friends do.
Turns out, I’m the asshole, and all this time
you’ve actually been looking for a way out
and somebody’s permission to do it. So good
luck. You have my permission.

BILL

I wouldn’t expect you to understand.
You got what you wanted.

HUNTER Did I?
BILL

You’re such an asshole.

HUNTER Why? Because I don’t burden my friends with
how miserable I am? Because I pretend that
I don’t hate my life because anything else
would look selfish? All you ever talk about is
how hard it is to be going through life praying
to Jesus that your dream will come true. What
happens when it does come true and you get
everything you ever wanted only to realize
it’s nothing you wanted at all. What then?
BILL

Do you want me to feel sorry for you?

HUNTER See? That’s the problem. So instead of being
able to lean on my friends, my best friend,
I just have to accept it. I have to accept the
fact that it’s too late to turn around. It’s just
as miserable at the top.
Silence.
BILL

I’m going to find Kate.
Bill exits. Hunter is alone.

HUNTER Good luck.
Music begins.

Above: Joel Crichton and
Chantel Hutchison in a
production still from Year
After Year.
[Photo by Patrick Beagin]
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A Matter of
Scheduling
Theatre technicians navigate their relationship
as ‘ships in the night’
by Scott Peters,
All Stages Technical Editor
big contracts and movie work around that time so it
Bobby Smale and Angie Sotiropoulos have been
just worked out that we had some money in the bank.
freelance theatre technicians in and around
This was back when self-employed people were looked
Edmonton for over ten years. Bobby is a Production
on as kind of sketchy by the banks.” “It also helps,”
Manager, Technical Director, and a lighting, sound and
says Bobby, “that about a third of the house is working
video designer while Angie is a master painter, props
studios and shop space, so we can write that portion
maker and general technician. They have both worked
off as expenses.”
for pretty much every theatre company and festival
that Edmonton has to offer, and then some. They have
Although there are no plans for children, they have
also been a couple the entire time.
discussed it. “Bobby has this theory that one of us
would have to quit working, but really I think it’s just
Bobby and Angie met while studying theatre
a matter of adjusting schedules,” says Angie. “We
production at Grant MacEwan University and have
have the benefit of being used to switching our lives
been together ever since. I met up with them on
around every time we take on a project. So we could
a break while they worked the strike of Rapid Fire
totally change our structure for something new.”
Theatre’s Improvaganza Festival at the Varscona
Theatre. “Quite honestly,” says Angie “the only
Throughout their careers they have often worked
people that understand our schedules are people that
together on the same gigs. “It works out most of
revolve in the same industry, so it makes sense.”
the time,” laughs Bobby. “Apparently I’m difficult to
work with sometimes,” Angie retorts. Bobby laughs
Bobby works mostly in the afternoons and evenings,
and nods. Although Bobby is often in a management
and Angie works mostly mornings and afternoons.
position, Angie says “we don’t bring our relationship
“Bobby and I are on the ‘ships by night’ schedule,
into work. When we’re working we’re working. Most
but you just get used to it. When you have time
people that we work with, unless they know us, don’t
free you just have to make time for each other. The
even suspect that we are a couple.”
hardest things are vacations. Now that’s a tricky
coordination.” They both laugh.
Day calls, night calls, overnight paint calls, ten out of
As more Edmonton theatre companies mount
spring-summer seasons, and even more festivals
spring up each year, it is possible for the freelance
theatre worker to be contracted year round in
Edmonton. “But,” says Bobby, “we still like to take
the summer off.”
A few years ago, Bobby and Angie took the plunge
and bought a house together. “But only after proving
our income from the previous five years, and getting a
letter of employment intent from the Citadel Theatre,”
says Bobby. Angie adds “we had also just done some

twelves, tech weeks and oh, a relationship too. Such
is the life in the theatrical world. Bobby and Angie
are just one of hundreds of examples of “theatre
families”. Is it true what they say—in theatre, you
don’t have friends, you have co-workers?
Scott Peters has worked in technical theatre and theatre
design for 20 years in Alberta and beyond. He is currently the
Acting Chair of the Theatre Production Department at Grant
MacEwan University.
Above: Angie Sotiropoulos and
Bobby Smale.
[Photo courtesy Angie Sotiropoulos]
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Opinion

By Mieko Ouchi

Y’all kin?
I have just finished up a stay at the Banff Playwrights
Colony and one night over dinner, the lovely and
talented Lucia Frangione, the Vancouver based author
of such plays as Paradise Garden and Espresso, told a
story about a play she knew that toured into schools,
which featured an incredibly diverse cast. The show
happened to tour down to the deep south of the U.S. and
after one of their shows during a Question and Answer
session, a young audience member put up his hand. His
burning question?
“Y’all kin?”
Are you family?
As hilarious as the cast found this question, given the
fact that it seemed clearly evident that no one was
biologically related to each other in any possible way,
is it any wonder that the question was asked?
We forget how unusual our close bonds in the theatre
appear to “civilians”, or folks outside of our beloved art

Within the first day of joining the cast or crew of a new
play anywhere across the country, you will usually have
found multiple connections with your new colleagues
through theatre schools or training workshops,
through theatres and people you’ve worked with or
memorable productions you have seen. Or maybe you
have simply bonded over a good game of pool at the
local drinking hole or a particularly hilarious incident
in rehearsal.
How many of us have been working on a show when
challenge or tragedy has struck in one form or
another? At times like those our theatre family opens
its arms wide and holds us tight. As a community, we
donate money to the Actors’ Fund, memorial funds and
Performing Arts Lodges. We do fundraisers to keep our
theatres solvent and strong and our friends who are
struggling through health issues solvent and loved. We
pay for tickets when we can and give comps to those
who can’t pay.

Because if theatre is a family, then that family
lives in one of the smallest villages in the world.
form, who seem to make these kinds of fast friendships
much more rarely in their lives.
It is very obvious at the Banff Centre, where theatre
artists regularly rub shoulders with corporate
conferences and gatherings. You can see it most
obviously at the dining hall. In a shockingly short
time, the theatre artists treat each other like siblings—
razzing and teasing each other, passionately sharing
and arguing over the day’s work, all in a kind of
instant shorthand. The corporate tables look more like
strangers eating together at a wedding of a distant
but good friend. They are friendly and polite, but with
that reserve that comes when you know while you have
some things in common, you probably won’t see these
people ever again.
We don’t have that dynamic in the theatre. Because we
know our paths will cross again. Because if theatre is
a family, then that family lives in one of the smallest
villages in the world.
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Being a part of a family allows us to proudly trace
our theatrical lineage and reminds us that we have
ancestors to acknowledge, children to guide and
relations who care. We have folks. We have people.
We have kin.
I began work at Artstrek this morning. I know in two
and half weeks, when I watch the students crying as
they prepare to leave, I will again see the power of
these familial bonds, even at this beginning stage.
Those students will have taken their very first step on
their journey of discovering...
“Y’all kin?”
Are you family?
Yes. We are.
Mieko Ouchi is an Edmonton based playwright, actor and
director. She has just completed a writing residency at the Banff
Playwrights Colony. Her new play Nisei Blue will premiere at
Alberta Theatre Projects in 2011.
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